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Maze, Taillefer appreciate government investment in education following budget
Like many others,
Patrick Maze, President
of the Saskatchewan
Teachers’ Federation, was
somewhat apprehensive
about what would be in
store for PreK-12 education
when Finance Minister
Donna Harpauer presented
the provincial budget on
April 6 at the legislature.
When word came that in
fact there would be a 2.3
percent increase (a $59.6
million hike to $2.66 billion
overall, from the last budget
and represents the largest
spending levels in history,
there was an audible sense
of relief from both Maze
and STF Executive Director
Bobbi Taillefer.
As well, there will be
$1.96 billion in operating
funds for the province’s
school boards, which
represents an increase of
$19.2 million, and that
includes the government
covering the two percent
salary increase which teachers
are due this year as part of the
four-year provincial collective
bargaining agreement that
was signed in June 2020.
The budget also provides
$189.9 million which includes
funding for 21 capital school
projects (an increase of $22.3
million), as well as specifying
$100.8 million for child care
and early learning.
In a pre-budget telephone
call with Education Minister
Dustin Duncan, Maze said, “we
appreciate the investment in
education and we know there
are going to be learning gaps
as a result of the pandemic so
that investment is very much
needed right now.

“In these difficult times
we all have to reason our
expectations, so this overall
represents a good scenario for
education. This budget shows
the government is committed
to education. Knowing that
variants of COVID-19 are
wreaking havoc, it’s positive
that the government has
shown education matters.
Given the circumstances, this
is a realistic approach.”

“This budget shows
the government
is committed to
education. Knowing
that variants of
COVID-19 are
wreaking havoc, it’s
positive that the
government has
shown education
matters. Given the
circumstances, this is
a realistic approach.”
Patrick Maze
Prior to the budget, Maze
had been advocating for a two
to five percent funding hike.
“The challenges we had
pre-pandemic haven’t gone
away and now there are new
ones. Students have all had
very different experiences
over the last year that will
need to be addressed. School

Saskatchewan Teachers’ Federation President Patrick Maze responds to
media questions following provincial budget of two years ago when crowds
were still commonplace at the legislature. – File photo

divisions will still have to
make difficult decisions.
“We could still be in for
a lengthy period where we
will need to have precautions
in place, including extra
staff and online learning for
parents. We’re not out of the
woods yet,” he cautioned,
while reiterating his request
to Minister Duncan the
importance of teachers
being prioritized in terms
of vaccinations with the
worrying surge in variants
throughout the province.
Taillefer shared with
the Minister how difficult
it must be to even present

a budget during this
unprecedented time.
She called the increase
“brave,” while offering that “it
allows us to sustain the system
and look after our kids.”
Maze was also pleased
to hear that the operating
funding for boards was based
on projected enrolment
figures for September 2021.
According to Duncan, “we
are pleased to once again be
increasing education funding
to historic levels, allowing
us to protect our classrooms,
build infrastructure and
grow child-care capacity for
Saskatchewan families.

“We remain committed
to protecting our school
communities as they look to
address student needs, as
we move toward the 2021-22
school year.”
In a post-budget telephone
interview, Duncan said he
was pleased with where the
budget wound up, given that
there are “more demands for
dollars at the table, and it
took a bit of work to get the
increase. I think it’s just a
recognition that education
touches most people’s lives
and the sector is so key if
Saskatchewan is going to
be prosperous in the future.
Education has to be at the
heart of it.”
Duncan acknowledged
that the government’s
ambitious Education Sector
Strategic Plan would be in
jeopardy if funding had not
been made available.
“Right now everything is
focused on getting through
the pandemic, but I think this
sets up well for success in the
future and it provides some
certainty for the remainder
of the school year. For the
future, we all need to sit
down at the table and have
the larger discussions.”
“Absolutely” was Duncan’s
response when asked if the
injection of almost $60 million
was part of the government’s
aim to keep schools open.
Duncan, meanwhile,
praised the province’s
teachers for the work they
are doing in the midst of
challenging and unique
times, while holding out hope
that “hopefully things will
be more like normal at some
later point.” n

New regulations for STRP provide promising pension prospects

PMA # 40064493

The Saskatchewan
Teachers’ Federation
was pleased to learn
that the Government of
Saskatchewan passed
amendments to the Pension
Benefits Regulations
in March that give the
Federation more flexibility to
manage the Saskatchewan
Teachers’ Retirement Plan.
The changes will help to
provide more stability in
member contributions and
will make it easier for the
Federation to provide benefit
increases when the Plan’s
funded status allows it.
For years, the STRP has
found itself operating in a
patchwork of regulations
that never quite suited its
design. Pension legislation in
Saskatchewan is generally
built for straightforward
defined benefit pension plans
in which the responsibility for
funding any deficits is shared
between employees and
employers, with contributions
from both parties fluctuating
accordingly. Given
government contributions
to the STRP are limited
by a collective bargaining

agreement, the Plan has
never quite fit into that
mold. Instead, the STRP
has been lumped in with all
public sector defined benefit
plans in Saskatchewan as a
“specified plan.”
“Up until now, the STRP
has been a bit of a square
peg fitting into a round
regulatory hole,” said Troy
Milnthorp, Senior Managing
Director, Corporate Fund
Services. “When limited
liability pension legislation
was introduced back in 2017,
we saw an opportunity to
work with government to find
a better fit for the STRP.”
In 2017, the provincial
government introduced a
new regulatory framework
to pension legislation
that created a new type
of pension plan, dubbed
Limited Liability Plans.
This framework is built for
plans in which the funding
obligations are limited
by a collective bargaining
agreement–a good match
for the STRP. Shortly
after, the Federation began
asking about updating its
own regulations.

With the recent regulatory
changes, the Plan will lose
its “specified” status, but will
not officially be considered an
LLP. Instead, the STRP will
now be operating within its
own regulatory framework,
created specifically for the
Plan, that closely mirrors
that of LLPs. According to
Milnthorp, that provides
some key advantages to
the Federation.
First, the Federation will
have more time to pay back
any future funding deficits
as the amortization period
increases from 10 to 15
years. Second, and perhaps
most relevant to members, a
regulation requiring the Plan
to have a solvency ratio of
90 percent before providing
benefit improvements has
also been removed.
“One of the key aspects
of the changes we made to
the STRP in 2015 was that
benefit improvements would
only be given when the Plan
could afford it. But even with
the Plan’s funding position
improving over the past five
years, we wouldn’t have been
in a position to give a benefit

improvement for many years
with the 90 percent criteria in
place,” said Milnthorp. “This
now gives us the flexibility
to run the Plan like it was
designed to be run in the first
place. And we’re very happy
that the province could see
that and made the changes.”
Even though the
amendments won’t change
how member benefits are
calculated, Milnthorp
said they go a long way to
improve the way the Plan
is managed behind the
scenes. He added that the
Federation still needs to file
a valuation to determine
if benefit improvements
are financially feasible at
this time, but he did say
the amendments will make
improvements possible when
the time is right.
The next valuation is to be
filed March 31, 2021. n
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SSBA says school divisions will
have difficult decisions to make
REGINA–The Saskatchewan
School Boards Association
is recognizing the critical
funding provided to the
education system during
the COVID-19 response,
while also emphasizing the
need for predictability and
sustainability as the pandemic
continues to cause uncertainty
and challenges for school
divisions going forward.
“The operating increase
announced in the province’s
2021-22 budget will ensure
the collective bargaining
agreement with teachers is
fully funded next year,” said
Shawn Davidson, president
of the SSBA. “It’s important
to note though that other
inflationary costs are not
covered in the increase;
therefore, school divisions
may have difficult decisions
to make.”
School boards are
appreciative of the federal
and provincial dollars that
have been allocated over
the past year to address
urgent and emergent
matters related to the
pandemic, Davidson said.
The focus on health and
safety of students, staff and
communities continues to
be at the forefront during
these challenging times
and will be ongoing as the
effects of the pandemic on
school systems continue to
be realized, he said.
“As we start to plan for
what future years are going
to look like, the overall
message that we hear from
school boards is around the
importance of predictable
and sustainable funding,”
Davidson added. “As we move
forward, post-pandemic, we
really need to have a deeper
conversation about how
education is funded.”
As school divisions learn
about the April 6 budget
announcement in their
local contexts, more will

Reflecting on the effects of the pandemic
a year later
By Sunil Pandila, STS President

Saskatchewan School Boards Association President Shawn Davidson
(centre) noted that while a budget operating increase will help, there will
still be some difficult decisions for divisions. – File photo

be understood about the
anticipated effects, which
might vary among regions,
he noted.

“As we start to plan
for what future
years are going to
look like, the overall
message that we
hear from school
boards is around
the importance of
predictable and
sustainable funding.
As we move forward,
post-pandemic, we
really need to have a
deeper conversation
about how education
is funded.”
Shawn Davidson
The SSBA also recognizes
the increase to mentalhealth spending announced
in the provincial budget
that includes youth-focused
initiatives. Mental health
has been identified as a
significant factor affecting

student success and wellbeing. School boards applaud
inter-ministerial collaboration
on this important issue.
In other news, the SSBA
believes the Government
of Manitoba’s decision to
eliminate elected school boards
and centralize decision making
will negatively affect the
education system by removing
local voice and accountability,
particularly in rural and
remote communities.
In Saskatchewan, local
school boards have proven
to work collaboratively in
the sector to effectively serve
students, staff, families and
communities. Across Canada,
school boards represent
diverse voices that are
important to be heard; in
Saskatchewan, approximately
58 percent of board members
identify as female and 14
percent identify as being of
Indigenous ancestry.
The SSBA joins with our
national and provincial
counterparts in calling for
the Manitoba government
to reconsider the changes
proposed. We believe
education belongs to
community and maintaining
local voice through elected
boards is key to future
improvement and ensuring
every student has the
opportunity to succeed
regardless of their locale
or circumstances. n

STF urges caution as COVID-19 variant cases rise
As students return to class
following the Easter break,
the Saskatchewan Teachers’
Federation is urging increased
vigilance in protecting against
COVID-19 and its highly
contagious variants.
“We were concerned with
the rise in cases before the
break and called for all schools
to move to remote learning
to be proactive in preventing
spread,” said Patrick Maze,
President, Saskatchewan
Teachers’ Federation.
“Predictably, case numbers
have continued to climb at an
exponential rate throughout
the province. This is no longer
an issue for just Regina and
southeast Saskatchewan but
in fact for all schools in all
regions of Saskatchewan.”
Since April 1, COVID-19
and variant cases have
increased 162 percent in
Saskatoon and by 83 percent
provincewide, including cases
in Prince Albert, Nipawin,
Humboldt, Strasbourg
and Lloydminster. Border
communities such as
Lloydminster are also at
risk from both the B.1.1.7
(UK variant) dominating in
Saskatchewan and the P.1

SPOTLIGHT ON
S U P E R A N N U AT E S

(Brazil variant), which has
spread into most regions
of Alberta.
“People who gathered
and travelled during the
break will now congregate
in schools, increasing the
risk of transmission for all,”

“I urge everyone to
follow all precautions
as they return to
school and stay home
at even the smallest
sign of illness and
request the use of
the rapid tests where
available.”
Patrick Maze
said Maze. “I urge everyone
to follow all precautions
as they return to school
and stay home at even the
smallest sign of illness and
request the use of the rapid
tests where available.”

Maze commends all
staff working in schools,
including support staff,
custodians, bus drivers, inschool administrators and
teachers, who have worked
to keep students safe in
difficult circumstances.
“I applaud the school
divisions that made the
proactive decision to keep
staff and students safe by
returning from the break
with remote learning.
Congregate settings
such as schools provide
increased opportunity for
transmission,” said Maze.
“While in-person learning
is best and preferred, the
health and safety of our
students and staff needs to
be a priority.”
Meanwhile, Maze
continues to urge all school
divisions to implement
COVID-19 rapid testing
protocols immediately and
requests the provincial
government reconsiders
frontline school staff for
vaccine priority.
“We have the rapid tests
and we need to be using
them,” Maze stressed.
“This is our best tool to

Hello educators across the province.
As we recently passed the one-year anniversary of the
pandemic, it is hard to believe the extent to which our
lives have been impacted. The effect of the pandemic has
been felt in all sectors. Our normal activities, routines
throughout the year, plans for travel suddenly got put
on hold and we settled into a lifestyle which for most of
us, would keep us more isolated, yet hopefully, safe and
healthy. Also one cannot help but reflect on the events over
the past year.
Reflection is an important and necessary activity
from which to look forward to the future. As teachers
we know the value of reflection in the learning process.
This is what we must now do at all levels (individual,
community, local, global) to make our world a better
place. I would also like to extend our sympathies to all
those families impacted over the year by the passing of a
loved one due to the pandemic.
As we head into spring 2021, I see optimism and less
anxiety as the vaccine safety net becomes a reality. I
know once in a while you have to hit the reset button on
electronics to make them functional again. The past year
was, to some degree, a reset button on human activity.
It made us think about every aspect of our lives,
the need to value what we have and the importance of
social interaction.
It has almost felt like our lives have been placed in a
state of suspended animation. For teachers it has also been
a year of uncertainty and finding new ways of carrying out
our responsibilities. While the vaccine rollout has brought
out some optimism, other external factors like the variants
keep us on edge.
School cases have started to increase in certain
jurisdictions and virtual classes only offer a temporary
solution to the learning process. We wish all teachers
success in all your efforts to keep going and keeping the
learning of students in the forefront. It is also imperative
that you keep yourself safe in today’s school environments.
In less than a week we will be experiencing our second
online version of the Annual Meeting of Council. Somehow
it is not the same, and I know that as councillors we are
looking forward to the days when we can get back to the
in-person manner of conducting important Saskatchewan
Teachers’ Federation business.
I am looking forward to this event as it is always
enlightening and an excellent learning opportunity in so
many ways. The STS also continues to operate remotely
for our Executive meetings, and we will be doing the same
for our virtual AGM on May 13 and 14.
With just over two months of this school year left, it
is still hard to believe that another year is almost over.
We hope that all of you have a successful finish to the
year and that the summer is time for all to recharge
and relax. Please know that you have the support of
11,833 superannuates!
The past year has been one that we will remember for
our lifetime and it is not over yet. The stories that have
come to light over this time have been extraordinary
and emotional. We have learned much about taking
things for granted and the way we go about living our
day-to-day lives.
Finally, on behalf of the STS members, I hope you
and your families had a wonderful Easter break as we
welcome spring. We can get a chance to get outdoors,
put the garden shovels in the ground and look forward
to flowers blooming again!
For more information about any of our programs,
initiatives or how we can support you in your
Chapters, please do not hesitate to call the STS office
at 306-373-3879 or visit our website at www.sts.sk.ca.
You can also contact me at sunil.pandila@sasktel.net
or 306-692-2420. n
get ahead of the spread of
variants of concern and slow
transmission in our schools
and communities.”
Maze is hearing from
teachers who are worried the
response is too reactive and
not keeping them safe. “They
are scared, frankly. Not just
for themselves, but for their
communities. Transmission
in schools contributes to
transmission in communities
and vice versa,” said Maze.
“Saskatchewan is not
alone in this and we should

be acting proactively based
on what we know has worked
in other regions. We must
use every tool available to
keep people safe and keep
our schools open.”
Maze cites the United
Kingdom as an example
where students and teachers
are being tested four times
a week with rapid tests.
The Federation is calling for
random testing in schools to
begin immediately with clear
processes and guidelines for
the testing program. n
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Pair of superintendents have seen first-hand the effects of Leading to Learn
Among those who have
taken part in the Leading
to Learn initiative during
its existence, you would be
hard-pressed to find two more
exuberant cheerleaders than
Cory Trann and Ken Okanee.
The two are superintendents
in Saskatchewan Rivers
Public School Division and
Saskatoon Public Schools
respectively. They have seen
tangible evidence that the
model is actually doing what
it was intended to when first
introduced in 2018 by the
Ministry of Education.
“It’s been pretty
fascinating to watch how
it has evolved in our
schools. Even if it’s a brick
and mortar school and
you see the signs in the
hallways; but it’s more
than that,” Trann said.
“For sure you can see and
feel that the approach has
reached the grassroots
of our schools and staff.
There’s a sense that they
are more student-centred
and there’s been a real
commitment to inclusivity.”
According to Trann, this is
not merely some edict that
has been thrust upon schools.
Because of the involvement
at the administrative level,
it has genuine application to
whatever school you might
happen to be in.
“It’s not a stand-alone
program because everyone’s
learning is enhanced by
learning about the First
Nations way of doing things
in order to be successful and,
for a lot of our students, they
feel a real part of the school.
With the utilization of Elders
and Knowledge Keepers in
the community, it’s a great
support mechanism for our
teachers and following on
from Following Their Voices
has been a real success in our
division,” Trann added.
Okanee has been an
ardent supporter since the
program’s inception and
he is convinced the success
experienced is due in large
part to the fact “the content
isn’t a canned project;
you can take the major
professional development
teachings and adapt them
to what you need to do in
your particular school. This
program sets folks up for
success and provides a real
sense of hope when it comes
to reaching the outcomes we
all want.”
Predictably, COVID-19
has put a “damper” on
things, according to Okanee.
However, he said overall the
program has not stopped
because those who have
been involved continue to
have the conversations.
“For sure it has presented
some challenges, but overall
people have an eye on when
we’re able to get people back
together and collaborate. We
have a very diverse group
of people on board, and they
bring a lot of expertise to this
which has not been lost. So
honestly, it’s not been as bad
as I was thinking it might
be,” he noted.
Both agree that one of the
keys to the success of Leading
to Learn is the involvement
of administrators who,
by attending the rigorous
professional development
sessions, have learned a great
deal personally.

CELEBRATION

SELF REFLECTION

Monitoring and
celebrating small and
large shifts in teacher
practice and student
outcomes.

Examining personal and
professional understanding
and embodiment of
anti-racist, anti-oppressive
education.

COMMUNITY

LEADING TEAMS

Activating, involving and
engaging community
members, including
parents, Elders and
Knowledge Keepers.

Skills and stance for building
teams, communication and
working with staff and
community members.

LEARNER NEEDS
Teaching to support all
learners, including instruction,
assessment and authentic
learning experiences.

Leading to Learn: Signposts on the Learning Journey–
taken from the Leading to Learn program materials.

“The intent of what
we’re doing is that it allows
administrators to then model
anti-racism behaviours. It
becomes something that
after a while we see staffs
implementing the strategies
without even thinking about
it because it becomes a
natural part of the school
culture; and we have seen
how when leadership is
involved that it removes
barriers and it’s so powerful,”
Trann noted.

“I’ve heard from many
teachers how they feel
invigorated by what
they have learned
and by implementing
the strategies that
we have identified.
No question you, as
educators, have to
reflect on your own
possible biases, but
this is not about
pointing fingers. It’s
about reflection and
working through it
together. Sometimes
it’s important in
education to retool the
approach.”
Cory Trann
“It’s not a super rigid
approach so the flexibility
can be reflective of your
school. Certainly, there
are some must-haves in
the program, but because
different schools are on
different places in the
continuum it’s important
to be open-minded if you
want to get the best value,”
he added.
According to Trann, there
has been very good feedback
from those schools who have
bought in. “I’ve heard from
many teachers how they
feel invigorated by what
they have learned and by
implementing the strategies
that we have identified.

Emotionally there is a lot of
heavy lifting, and it takes
courage to implement.
“No question you, as
educators, have to reflect on
your own possible biases,
but this is not about pointing
fingers. It’s about reflection
and working through it
together. Sometimes it’s
important in education to
retool the approach.”
Okanee highlighted
that confronting those
aforementioned biases
happens early in the process,
thereby allowing participants
to move along the journey.
“It’s something you have
to come to terms with. It
provides context for what we
want to accomplish in order
to serve students to be their
best and be able to achieve a
holistic, positive outcome.
Trann said he’s heartened
by how the university teacher
programs are also in line
with the overall philosophies
espoused in the Leading to
Learn initiative.
“We don’t want this to be
a flash in the pan; we want
it to be sustainable and we
will have new facilitators in
the future who have to get
their head wrapped around
this way of thinking, but
you can see the benefits.
This is a cultural shift and
that’s what is exciting about
this,” Trann said.
Regarding the future,
Okanee acknowledged
“the sun is setting on
this program.”
However, he cautioned that
not following through with
the intent of this model would
be a colossal mistake.
“As we look at the world
around us right now, it’s so
important that this lives
on. It would be an egregious
misstep if we don’t work
together to make sure that
this kind of professional
development is essential.
That means looking at all
kinds of opportunities to
make our students part of
this process. It might look
different in the future but
it’s important that we don’t
look back on this as a missed
opportunity when people
weren’t consulted. It takes
time and we know that, but
to forge those relationships
is paramount for all of our
futures,” he stressed. n

Leading to Learn initiative
might have stalled but remains
very much in the picture
Similar to just about everything else in the world, the yearplus global pandemic has thrown a major wrench into
the ambitious Leading to Learn initiative as face-to-face
workshops have not been possible during this time.
However, to suggest that things have come to a complete
standstill or that the program has been dissolved would be
well wide of the mark; albeit that there is some uncertainty
regarding how things will unfold in the future as this is the last
planned year of the initiative that was launched in 2018.
Its original intent, when rolled out by the Ministry of
Education, was to utilize the format of principals and
administrators as the key components. The aim was ultimately
to focus on the goals to improve on-time graduation rates for
First Nations, Inuit and Métis students by 2020. It was to be a
cornerstone of the Ministry’s Education Sector Strategic Plan.
The overall aim was that the principals and administrators,
by learning from each other, would be able to put a model in
place in their respective schools to make First Nations, Inuit
and Métis students feel more comfortable and included in
their own education.
Susan Nedelcov-Anderson, assistant deputy minister,
has been there since the outset and has experienced the
triumphs and the inevitable speed bumps, none more so than
having to deal with COVID-19.
She explained there were originally six school divisions
involved and that grew to 10 the following year with a second
cohort consisting of another five divisions and a First Nations
education authority when they began their facilitator training.
Another three divisions and two First Nations education
authorities were scheduled to mark their participation in the
current school year although those plans have been put pretty
much on hold.
“You can’t replicate the face-to-face learning. But because of
the excellent work being done by the first two cohorts, they
are still able to learn from each other and so they have been
able to carry on some of what has already been shared,”
Nedelcov-Anderson said.
Nedelcov-Anderson cited one example of how an impromptu
arrangement was made between Greater Saskatoon Catholic
Schools and Northern Lights School Division in terms of
working closely together.
“It was not planned, but it’s been exciting to see. It’s just a
perfect example of when we talk about it not having to look
the same in all the divisions; but it allows space for good
conversations and so there is good thinking that is happening.
“We have been trying to make as many connections as
possible as we look to the future and that includes beyond
the classroom. One of the main reasons that there is such
rich potential with this is that the teams are experiencing this
journey and they are living it in their schools, so it resonates as
a result. This is not a prescribed model, but it is about people
coming together and learning from each other.”
Nedelcov-Anderson stressed that having the administrators
act as facilitators has proven to be especially helpful.
She noted the importance of the collaborative work being
done by Elders, Knowledge Keepers, First Nations education
authorities, school divisions, the Saskatchewan Teachers’
Federation, the Saskatchewan Education Leadership Unit, the
Ministry of Education and STF Professional Learning.
According to the Ministry’s website, the learning outcomes
identified for system teams are described as a learning journey
with five identified “signposts incorporating self-reflection,
leading teams, learner needs, community and celebration.”
Shaun McEachern, director of STF Professional Learning,
lauds the distributive leadership model as key to the
initiative enduring.
He concurred with Nedelcov-Anderson’s comment
about the flexibility.
“What I love the most about this is the contextual component
of the work. It’s about building community and then each
division coming up with the supports that will work in their
own situation. As we move forward, the divisions share their
successes and struggles. For those divisions who are already
involved, this has become part of their day-to-day school
environments,” McEachern said.
Gazing into the future, McEachern said ideally Leading to
Learn will continue to be a Ministry initiative funding wise,
but there might be other options including STF Professional
Learning continuing to offer professional development.
“It’s too important for us not to continue to try and learn from
each other and have that cultural awareness and engagement
so that all our students can thrive,” he offered. n
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Kraft always manages to combine
multiple tasks in returning to her roots
KERROBERT–Suffice to
say it would require a sizable
walk-in closet if you were
to try to shoehorn in all the
hats Candice Kraft wears
in what would make some
people exhausted just trying
to remember them all.
Let’s start with the fact
she is principal of Kerrobert
Composite School but,
COVID-19 aside, has also
always found time to coach
the school’s senior girls’
volleyball team. She is
the deputy mayor of her
hometown of Luseland, which
is a short 26-kilometre jaunt
from where she is employed
and where she was also one
of the driving forces behind
the ambitious new swimming
pool completed in 2019 that
is now the pride and joy of the
small community.
She is the secretary-treasurer
of the Luseland Mallards senior
hockey team, of which her
husband Darrell is the coach,
and for good measure she is
secretary of the Sask West
Senior Hockey League where
the Mallards would play under
normal circumstances.
That about covers the
basics. Oh wait, there’s
also being a mom of two
young children, Connor
and Reece, as well as
helping run the family car
wash business in Luseland.
Even as a child,
Kraft vividly recalls her
enthusiasm in just about
any community involvement,
including seven years as a
lifeguard at the old pool.
That sort of involvement
as a youth not only morphed
into her ubiquitous roles as
an adult, but it also made
returning to her roots after
university a natural fit.

“I think the dedication
and the need to be
invested to have
success are virtues
and values you can
bring to leading a
school team too.
Sometimes...you
have to make sure to
keep the spark going
because it can be
hard to reignite it. In
both cases it’s about
making connections
and getting people
on board and to
believe.”
Candice Kraft
“I’m a rural girl and
I’ve always been,” Kraft
acknowledged, explaining
there is lots of family in the
area and that she comes
from a farming background.
“So I just kind of gravitated
here. This is where I wanted
to raise my kids, and I like
knowing everyone and being
able to talk to them.”
Kraft is well aware of what
her role is as a principal, to
say nothing of what it’s like
to straddle two communities

EDITORIAL
Budget could have been much worse
If there is one constant in the most recent provincial
budget tabled by the Saskatchewan Party, it’s that,
as per usual, the whole thing is pretty much a
sophisticated, head-scratching shell game when it comes
to the financial bottom line.
Did anyone expect there to be anything short of a
colossal debt during this time? So apparently it landed
at $2.6 billion. It could have been anywhere. Even to
talk about when there will be a balanced budget seems
like utter folly. Perhaps I should be more alarmed, but
somehow I’m not because this isn’t like you and I going
to the bank and pleading our case about a debt of one
type or another.
Not pretending to be an accountant or anything of
the sort, but I can never wrap my head around who
the debt is owed to exactly because that never seems
to be fully explained. Rather, it just becomes part of a
mind-numbing sequence of dollar amounts that are so
staggeringly high, it causes one’s eyes to glaze over and
then move on.
If you recall a year ago, quite out of the blue, the
already then-impoverished government somehow found
$300 million for an addition to the Prince Albert Victoria
Hospital. Nobody is questioning that it was needed. Yet,
that must be some rock you turn over and find an extra
$300 million, or you just add that to the debt?
As for how the PreK-12 education slice of the budget
turned out, my interpretation would be that a nearly
$60 million hike in spending, or if you prefer a 2.3
percent increase, actually looks not bad given the
aforementioned overall financial situation the province
finds itself in.
Sure, there will still be challenges ahead as the
Saskatchewan School Boards Association has stated, but
let’s be honest about this. If the word came that there
was no new funding for education, would any of us have
been surprised?
Taken against the backdrop of the scorched-earth
policy towards education that seems to have been adopted
by our two neighbouring provinces (Alberta and Manitoba
to be specific), you would have to say that for now at least
our situation is nowhere near as perilous, albeit that
maybe we just dodged a bullet for the time being. Time
will tell but, for now at least, maybe as an education
sector there is reason to be thankful for the crumbs.
Trying to lower the debt on the backs of teachers and
students would have been rather odious to be sure. n

Kerrobert Composite School principal Candice Kraft combines being an
administrator, highly involved community member and also as a volleyball
coach, which has provided great memories.

that, not unlike other
situations in Saskatchewan,
have a traditional rivalry.
“You’ve got to always be
on, but I think in a way it
works best that I am a part
of both communities,” she
laughed, while noting that
for sure she gets razzed
about her allegiances.
Spend time with Kraft,
including lunch at a local
eatery, and you appreciate
how effortlessly she
communicates with the
locals. Intuitively there
is a realization that this
is all part of not only her
outgoing personality but
also the understanding that
everything has to fit. And
combining things is very
much a recurring theme,
particularly when it comes
to family and sports as well
as being a school principal.
Oh, did I mention she still
squeezes in time to teach
Grade 10 English because “I
can’t imagine not being in the
classroom or the gym with my
kids. It keeps you connected.”
Ironically, Kraft recalls
how, when she graduated
high school in Luseland, one
of the things that was shared
was that when she was in
Grade 1, she wanted to be a
teacher. Not just any teacher
you understand–specifically
a Grade 11 teacher.
“I admired my teachers
and I was envious of what
they could do in a day and
the influence they could
have. I always wanted that.”
There was a slightly
circuitous route involved.
As an 18-year-old, she spent
a year as an educational
assistant at her current school
before returning to university:
first Alberta and then the
University of Saskatchewan
to complete her bachelor of
education degree.
Ironically, her transition to
administration is inexorably
linked to family. She was
appointed to be vice-principal
during her maternity leave
and before her return to
work, the principalship
position opened up and so she
slotted right into that role.
Kraft has spent her
entire career at Kerrobert
Composite, lauding the
support and mentorship
she has received from Ruth

Weber, superintendent
with Living Sky School
Division. That brings up
another quirky connection.
Weber was an administrator
at Unity Composite High
School while Kraft was doing
her internship there.
It doesn’t require much
prodding for Kraft to enthuse
about her love of coaching
and sports (again with a
strong family connection).
With justifiable pride she
looks at the medal in her
office from 2016 when her
squad won the bronze medal
and she was subsequently
named Battle West High
School Athletic Association’s
Outstanding Female
Coach of the Year by the
Saskatchewan High Schools
Athletic Association.
“That blew me away. I
know people on that list but
never thought I would be
on there,” she said, while
adding that the team has
gone on to have sustained
success, including four times
making the top 10 in the
province. “I never achieved
that as a player but I dreamt
of it,” she confided.
Again, the combination of
family and sports comes to
the fore.
“Before COVID my kids
were on more bus trips
and in more gyms than
anybody I’m sure. I had 14
babysitters and that was
really memorable. We would
be gone every weekend and
so when COVID came it was
a shock to the system. It
sucked, and if we’re not able
to get back to playing this
fall it will break my heart,”
she sighed.
According to Kraft, she is a
strong believer that coaching
and being a principal share
common traits that have
been hugely beneficial.
“I think the dedication
and the need to be invested
to have success are virtues
and values you can bring
to leading a school team
too. Sometimes, like during
COVID-19, you have to make
sure to keep the spark going
because it can be hard to
reignite it. In both cases it’s
about making connections
and getting people on board
and to believe,” she noted.
While thus far the school of
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174 students and 13 teachers
has not had a positive case
of COVID-19, that doesn’t
mean the pandemic has not
brought on its share of stress
and anxiety.
“It’s been a very trying
year for all of us and
there have been so many
curveballs at any given
moment. I give great credit
to everyone for keeping
it together, and we’ll get
through this. One day maybe
we’ll laugh at this, I hope.
“But when we had to go
to blended learning when
the pandemic first hit, it
was really hard and we all
had to learn about stuff like
TEAMS that we had never
even heard about. Our staff
has been really good, but
I’m not naive and I know
that for both our staff and
students there has been a lot
of anxiety.
“When we first went
online, I had to do this
from my kitchen table and
it was exhausting. Aside
from learning all about
the technology side, it was
important to support staff
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and keep everyone working
with a purpose and to be
safe. All we knew was to
work in a school setting,
and so it was a huge sense
of relief when we were
able to go back in the fall
because we were back in our
element,” Kraft said.
Asked what she is most
looking forward to when
the pandemic might end,
the answer is forthcoming
immediately.
“To get back to
extracurricular with our
kids and to deliver a lesson
without a mask–that will be
one sweet day. And, to not
have to remind our students
about wearing their masks
when they are outside the
classroom,” she smiled.
So with all this in her
orbit, how would Kraft
describe herself? “I go with
the flow and when you need
to pull up your sleeves,
you just do that. If things
have a purpose and a goal,
I’m there. I’m someone
who doesn’t want to start
a project if I’m not going to
finish it,” she summed up. n
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Teachers share personal experiences of why PGNs have proven helpful
While the future of professional growth networks could be significantly impacted by
the 2021 Annual Meeting of Council when the budget is presented next week, we
will be highlighting some of the first-hand experiences of teachers in the province
who are members of one or more of the 28 networks.
If the budget is approved, membership fees for belonging to a PGN will be
incorporated as a service to members of the Saskatchewan Teachers’ Federation.
Throughout the last three editions of the Saskatchewan Bulletin for this publishing
year, we will be outlining the benefits of belonging to one of these specific
subject areas whereby teachers have greater access to colleagues throughout the
province.
Reading some of these dispatches, your interest might be piqued into checking out
the PGN that best aligns with your subject areas.
As Shawna Jurgens remarked in a recent Bulletin article, “I would encourage every
teacher to join a PGN. It gives all teachers an opportunity to look at what others
are doing and it puts it right in front of you.”
Crystal Schindel assured colleagues that “this is not something additional, but rather
that being a member of a PGN just complements what you are doing right now.”

SHETA gives home
economics teachers
connection to each
other
The Saskatchewan
Home Economics Teachers’
Association professional
growth network provides
leadership and advocacy
to strengthen, enrich and
promote quality home
economics education in
Saskatchewan. Through
engagement in professional
communication and
consultation with the
Saskatchewan Teachers’
Federation, Ministry
of Education and postsecondary institutions,
we strive to encourage
the development of skills
for life at all levels of the
educational system.
SHETA supports all home
economics teachers in the
province through resource
sharing, mentorship and
professional learning
opportunities, and advocates
on behalf of our members to
prioritize home economics
education in Saskatchewan.
“The benefits of
membership with SHETA
are too many to name
in this one testimonial.
SHETA gives home
economics teachers in our
province a connection to
each other that would
not exist otherwise. As a
practical and applied arts
teacher, this is the most
valuable resource available
to me. The professional
growth network is chaired
and run by exceptional
teachers dedicated to
their practice and are
always open to expanding
their knowledge.
Often home economics
can be overlooked or
mocked in the world of
teaching. SHETA members
know in their hearts that
home economics is the
most valuable, fun and
accessible knowledge you
can share with students.

This unique insight alone
will carry these valuable
courses in our province for
years to come, with many
teachers to shoulder the
workload of advocacy and
strengthened practices.”
“The SHETA professional
growth network is
undoubtedly one of the
best-run boards in public
education in the province.
They host an annual
conference, share resources
and connect with their
members on many digital
platforms. Any teacher can
readily access resources
and support through their
SHETA membership. I am
always excited to tell people
I am a home economics
teacher and a proud
SHETA member.”
– Levay Turner,
Northern Lights School
Division

www.sheta.ca

SMYA is highenergy organization
that offers rich
networking
The Saskatchewan
Middle Years Association
professional growth
network has over 20 years
of experience hosting
conferences with powerful
keynote speakers, diverse
trade shows and breakouts/
speed learning sessions
across all subject areas. Our
dedicated executive plans
networking/professional
development opportunities
and shares resources with
educators in the middle.
We are unique in our
connection to the Association
for Middle Level Education.

AMLE has over 35,000
members worldwide who are
passionate about adolescent
education. It is the go-to
source for peer-reviewed
research, best practice and
professional development.
When you sign up to
be a member of SMYA,
you will automatically
be entered into a bonus
draw. In October, 150
lucky SMYA members will
be drawn to receive access
to AMLE memberships!
Joining SMYA will give
you access to:

SMYA (for all members)
• Digital in the Middle
journals with resources,
lesson plans and activities
across all subject areas.
• Virtual/in-person events.
• Schultz Grant.
• President’s award.
• Teaching from the
Heart award.
• Emails regarding
professional development
opportunities and
classroom activities
in Saskatchewan.

AMLE (for 150 lucky
members)
• Weekly webinars.
• Twenty-one self-paced,
on-demand online courses.
• Virtual book studies
• Virtual workshops and
conferences.
• Digital resources,
articles and Focus on
the Middle journals.
“The SMYA is a valuable
PGN since it’s not subject
specific but designed for the
crazy middle years grades.
I have been part of this
high-energy organization
for 20 plus years, attending
the annual conference on a
regular basis, contributing to
and utilizing many ideas in
the journal.”
– Teresa Cowan
“With 20 years of holding a
SMYA membership, I’ve been
able to make meaningful
relationships with other
like-minded teachers from

around the province. Having
opportunities to network
outside the classroom and
learn valuable strategies
helps renew the love of our
jobs every year.”
– Andrew Longstaff
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SSS helps to build
cross-curricular
competencies for
teachers
Social Studies
Saskatchewan is a
professional growth
network that supports
social studies, history,
law and psychology
teachers in the province
to build cross-curricular
competencies. This is
done through unique and
effective professional
development, sharing
of successful practices
and celebrating excellent
teaching. SSS works with
teacher organizations
across Canada to
advocate for social studies
education and to provide
multiple supports for
humanities teachers.
Regina teacher Margo
Campbell says, “I greatly
appreciate the support
that SSS has provided
me over the years. Their
conferences are the best.”
Superannuate Larry
Mikulcik says, “During
my career, I benefited
tremendously from my
membership with the SSS.
Being a member ensures
you receive information
about many professional
development opportunities
available to teachers.”
Another important
benefit of membership is
taking part in the annual
conference which connects
teachers to resources, other
organizations and leaders
in the field.
“My own pedagogy evolved
and improved because of the
opportunities to participate
in SSS conferences featuring
the likes of Tim Cook,
Gwynne Dyer, Valentina
Kuryliw, Blake Seward and
Bill Waiser. The opportunity
to network with other
teachers provides us with
the chance to discuss
challenges and to share
the means by which we
tackle those challenges.”
Membership in SSS
provides access to
professional development,
as well as regular emails
providing updates about
events and suggestions about
resources that can be easily
integrated into the classroom.
Members can apply for
a teacher travel grant to
support their professional
learning and can have
their students apply for
a SSS scholarship. Most
importantly, Social Studies
Saskatchewan provides a
network for teachers.
Consistently, SSS receives
teacher feedback showing

appreciation for multiple
opportunities to network
with other teachers.
Larry Mikulcik “would
encourage everyone who
teaches social studies,
history, psychology, law,
etc., to take out their
own membership with
the SSS.”

www.socialstudiessk.ca

STAT provides
advocacy for handson learning and
builds confidence
The Saskatchewan
Teachers of Applied
Technology professional
growth network provides
many different opportunities
to our members and the
teaching community at
large. We provide many
opportunities for connection
within our network’s
membership and provide
advocacy for all handson learning that occurs
in the province. We offer
opportunities to connect to
other members, advocate and
promote your craft.
The main benefit to
our network is all of the
professional development
opportunities, from first
access to conventions to
free virtual professional
development and a variety
of meetups occurring around
the province. We always
have something for you and
to help you feel at home,
not only as a practical and
applied arts teacher, but also
in education.
“After nearly 20 years
of teaching senior sciences,
I made the switch to
teaching practical and
applied arts and attended
the STAT convention in
the fall of my first year
for some much-needed
professional development.
Walking into the
sessions that weekend,
I’ll admit I was feeling
a bit intimidated being
surrounded by expert PAA
teachers and people with
trades backgrounds.
My experience could not
have been a more positive
one. The sharing of skills
and knowledge, as well
as a welcoming, relaxed
environment, allowed me
to walk out of there that
weekend feeling confident
in what I had learned, but
also knowing that I had
started to build a network
of contacts that I could
turn to for support. Joining
STAT is a great decision
for any PAA teacher and
the annual convention
is amazing professional
development, both in terms
of quality and value.”
– Dave P.,
PAA Teacher and
Administrator

www.saskstat.ca
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INSTRUCTIONAL
LEADERSHIP
Supporting student well-being
By Jane Macleod, Senior Manager, Research and Records

Over the past year, COVID-19 and its associated
variants have caused mind-boggling disruption to students’
lives. Thanks to the pandemic, students and their families
have been forced to accept new ways of learning and
interacting with one another, with their peers and with
their teachers.
In cases where the technology has been available, the
experience may have been relatively painless. However, in
instances where neither the technology nor resources have
been available, students and their families have struggled.
In all cases, recent research tells us that for young people,
growing up during the pandemic has disproportionately
affected their assumptions and way of life, their
experiences and outlook.
In previous Saskatchewan Teachers’ Federation annual
surveys, Saskatchewan teachers have stressed that
developing and maintaining a positive relationship with
students is of paramount importance as well as a highlight
of their professional work life.
In addition, research tells us that positive personal
interactions with peers and adults play a critical role in
an adolescent’s personal as well as academic development.
With the transition to remote, online or distance learning,
teachers’ and students’ in-person interactions are
increasingly being replaced by episodes of screen-time
interaction. School principals and teachers are naturally
asking: How can we continue to support student well-being
in an online environment?
Results from the 2019 Saskatchewan Alliance for Youth
and Community Well-Being survey of 10,574 students
in Grades 7 to 12 present some pretty alarming data
regarding the well-being of our students. SAYCW analyzed
the findings as they reflected findings from other Canadian
research studies which focused on the pandemic’s impact
on children and youth well-being. Unsurprisingly,
themes of social isolation, excess screen time, anxiety
and helplessness prevailed in both the Canadian and
Saskatchewan studies.
Key findings from the Saskatchewan survey indicate
that students’ self-reported symptoms of depression and
self-harm are intensifying and especially for those who
are worried, have a low sense of control and feel they have
little support or connection with others. Similarly, these
feelings of anxiety, lack of control and connection closely
relate to students’ reporting of poor general health and
substance abuse. Finally, youth who reported of symptoms
of depression, self-harm and poor general health also
reported higher amounts of screen time, low levels of
physical activity and not enough sleep.
Principals have an important role in helping their
teachers support student well-being in both an online and
a face-to-face environment. Ideas from recent resources
focusing on online or remote education delivery include:

Hey, Grade 7 students!
If you’re looking for a unique, active
outdoor learning experience in Grade 8
that fosters environmental and social
responsibility, check out EcoJustice.
EcoJustice is a Grade 8 experiential
and inquiry-based outdoor education
program. It is open to all upcoming
Grade 8 students and is taught out
of St. Frances Cree Bilingual School–
Bateman location in Saskatoon and the
University of Saskatchewan College
of Education.
Applications are now being accepted
for the 2021-22 school year. The
application deadline is May 6.
Apply online. (Students must be
logged into their GSCS student
account to apply.)
Attend a virtual open house
May 3 at 5:30 p.m. to learn more.
Email ecojustice@gscs.ca for a
Google Classroom link.

C A N D I D AT E S F O R T H E S T F E X E C U T I V E
Elec tions at this year’s vir tual Annual Meeting of Council will take place on April 27, 28
and 29 . It is still possible for interested individuals to file their candidacy on the opening
day of Council, April 26 . Nomination forms can be filed with the Executive Direc tor no
later than 9 a .m . that day .
Candidate for President

Candidate for Vice-President

Patrick Maze

Samantha Becotte

(Regina Public)

(Lloydminster)

The following Executive
members were elected to serve
a two-year term at the 2020
Annual Meeting of Council. Their
terms expire on June 30, 2022.
Neal Boutin, Chinook
Vincent Mamer, Saskatoon
Gwen Paul, Prairie Valley
Laura Skrumeda Sawby, Chinook

Candidates for Executive Member

Nathan Bromm
(South East
Cornerstone)

Kirsten Fritsch
(Creighton)

Ben Goby

(Regina Public)

Nadine Jennison
(Horizon)

Amy Korver

(Prairie Spirit)

Note: Candidates who submit ted their respec tive names for candidacy to the 2021-23
S TF Executive af ter the Monday, March 15 noon deadline did not have their candidate
statements included in the Elections and Candidate Statements Information booklet that is
available on the Federation website . However, these statements will be made available to
councillors on the opening day of the Annual Meeting of Council, April 26 .

1. E
 ncourage routine. Although some classrooms,
and in some cases entire schools, have shifted from
face-to-face to online teaching and back again,
studies report that young people thrive with routine.
Organizing for consistent schedules can give
students a better sense of control of their time and
environment.
2. C
 reate opportunities for teachers to share their
observations about their students as they work with
them in an online environment. As is often the case,
when teachers share their stories and data, new
patterns, connections, and insights surface and can
present opportunities for action.
3. R
 educe or eliminate external pressures. A number
of research reports tell us that young people are
anxious and worry about the future and legacy of the
pandemic. Although the rollout of the vaccine gives
us a sense of optimism, helping teachers as they
support their students and create a safe space for
trying out new things and learning is important.
4. Seek out and encourage opportunities for humour
and fun. According to the Mayo Clinic, laughter not
only relieves stress, but it also improves the immune
system and lessens feelings of depression and anxiety.
Parents, peers, community members and school staff
are all part of the students’ social circle and all have an
important role in supporting student well-being. However,
schools are uniquely positioned to create a learning
environment that is compassionate and can provide a
welcoming and safe place for teachers and students to
work and learn together. The evidence is in–our students
need it. n
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UPCOMING EVENTS
April 28, May 5, May 12, May 19, May 26, 2021 – Online
Blended Learning Series
This five-session Blended Learning series will address distance learning
approaches, planning for multiple learning approaches, supporting student
autonomy and inviting students into the learning environment, the art of
asynchronous communication and synchronous remote teaching, and student-led
learning with learning logs and e-portfolios.

April 29, May 6, May 13, May 27, June 3, 2021 – Online
Tell Me More About Student Mental Wellness Series
Learn strategies to support and promote the mental health of students within the
framework of a caring, respectful and safe learning environment.
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E VA L U AT I N G R E S O U R C E S
F O R PAT H WAY S T O L E A R N I N G
The project to evaluate learning resources for Saskatchewan classrooms has
recently expanded to include more curricular areas. The newly added areas
include:
Ar ts Education 10, 20, 30
Band 10, 20, 30		
Choral 10, 20, 30

Guitar 10, 20, 30
Studio Ar ts 20, 30
Traitement de l’information 10, 20, 30

Teachers with experience teaching in these and other curricular areas are invited
to apply to become resources evaluators. For the complete list of curricula,
details about the process or to get involved, please visit the Pathways web page
on the Federation website at www.stf.sk.ca > Professional Resources > Stewart
Resources Centre > Exploring the Many Pathways to Learning.

May 19, 2021 – Online
Inviting Exploration of Treaty Outcomes Through Play in the Early
Years - NEW
Join us to explore ways in which early learners can be invited to investigate the
important concepts and teachings embedded in our Saskatchewan Education
Treaty Outcomes though age-appropriate play-based provocations and inquiry
processes.

May 20-21, 2021 – Saskatoon
Crucial Conversations
To learn how to deal with high-stakes conversations, where opinions vary and
emotions run strong, using the skills of the world’s best communicators, attend
our next two-day Crucial Conversations training.

For more information about these sessions
or to register, visit www.stf.sk.ca.


Follow us

@SaskTeachersFed

LEADING
PROFESSIONAL
LEARNING
CONFERENCE

I

DECEMBER 9-10, 2021

D E LTA H O T E L S B Y M A R R I O T T S A S K AT O O N D O W N T O W N

KEYNOTE SPEAKER:

JENNIFER ABRAMS

R E G I S T E R O N L I N E AT W W W. S T F. S K . C A
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(ONE-DAY ONLY) LOCATION: ONLINE

Keynote Presentations

Dean Shareski and Lisa Anne Floyd
For more information and to register
visit the STF website at www.stf.sk.ca.
The IT Summit is presented by:
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2021 Seminars
Spring
Online Seminars
Initial
Days 1 and 2 – Thursday – Friday,
May 13-14
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Days 3 and 4 – Thursday, May 20 and
Thursday, May 27
1:30 to 4:00 p.m.
Renewal – Monday – Tuesday,
May 10-11
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Second Subject
Days 1 and 2 – Thursday – Friday,
May 13-14
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m
OR
Days 3 and 4 – Thursday, May 20 and
Thursday, May 27
1:30 to 4:00 p.m.

Summer Seminars
We are hopeful the summer sessions will
run in person. Should it be necessary,
the seminar may be switched to a virtual
format. Participants will be informed two
weeks prior to the seminar.

Fees:

Initial – $1,000
Renewal/Second – $600

G E T I N V O LV E D
YOUR OPPORTUNITY
TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE

Saskatoon – Time and
Location TBD
Initial
Days 1 and 2 – Monday – Tuesday,
July 12-13
Days 3 and 4 – Wednesday – Thursday,
July 14-15
Renewal – Monday – Tuesday,
July 12-13
Second Subject
Days 1 and 2 – Monday – Tuesday,
July 12-13
OR
Days 3 and 4 – Wednesday – Thursday,
July 14-15

Regina – Time and
Location TBD
Initial
Days 1 and 2 – Monday – Tuesday,
August 9-10
Days 3 and 4 – Wednesday – Thursday,
August 11-12
Renewal – Monday – Tuesday,
August 9-10
Second Subject
Monday – Tuesday, August 9-10
OR
Wednesday – Thursday, August 11-12
If your most recent renewal seminar was
before 2019, you will register for Days
1 and 2. If your most recent renewal
seminar was after the summer of 2019,
you will register for Days 3 and 4.

For more information
and to register, visit
the STF website at
www.stf.sk.ca.

Teachers across the province are invited to apply before May 3, 2021 for
openings on Federation committees. These opportunities are a great way to
learn more about the issues that matter to Saskatchewan teachers and to
make an important contribution to your profession.
STF Board and Committee openings are as follows:
•

Accreditation Advisory Committee

•

Joint Field Experience Committee

•

Pension and Benefits Board of Directors

•

Practicum Advisory Council

•

Presidents’ Forum Planning Committee

•

Principal and Vice-Principal Advisory Committee

•

Professional Learning Advisory Committee

•

Resolutions Committee

•

Teachers’ Long Term Disability Claims Committee

The Canadian Teachers’ Federation is inviting applications for a number
of advisory committees. These opportunities are a great way to make an
important contribution to your profession.

EXPLORE YOUR NEW
STF PENSION E-GUIDE
A N I N T E R A C T I V E A N D E A S Y WAY F O R Y O U
T O U N D E R S TA N D A N D L E A R N M O R E A B O U T
YOUR PENSION.
Visit www.stf.sk.ca/your-stf-pension-e-guide.

CTF Advisory Committee openings are as follows:
•

CTF Advisory Committee on the Teaching Profession

•

CTF Advisory Committee on the Status of Women

•

CTF Advisory Committee on Indigenous Education

•

CTF Advisory Committee on French as a First Language

•

CTF Advisory Committee on Diversity and Human Rights

For more information or to apply visit the Get Involved page on the STF
website at www.stf.sk.ca/about-stf/get-involved.

The Saskatchewan Bulletin accepts paid advertising believed to be of specific interest to Saskatchewan teachers. While all reasonable efforts are made to ensure that all advertisements are accurate, the publishers are not responsible for the content of any advertisement appearing in this publication.

